MYSTERY ROW QUILT - On the Trail - ROW 6
End of the Trail
Choose this pattern for ROW 6, or
Choose the free stream/fish pattern available as ROW 6b.
We have come to the end of our Trail and our Camp-site.

Many of us have a fabric stash that includes pre-printed scenes. For the Camp-site ROW,
I chose to use elements from scenic fabrics. This includes trees from one fabric, cabins from
another, and wolves from a third.
Pull out your stash of Scenic fabrics, keeping in mind the Season of the year.
Choose the elements you wish to have in your Campsite.
Using a Cabin, tent or teepee, or camping vehicle, create your own camping place. Perhaps
your Camp-site has a stream for fishing.
This Row pattern will include the Camp Fire as this is the central place where we gather while
camping. This is where we roast marshmallows, make Smores, tell stories, sing, play games,
etc. Build your camp-site around the fire. A simple cabin pattern is also attached if you choose
to make your own.
MATERIALS:
ROW 6 will measure 10 inches by width-of-fabric.
One strip by width of fabric of night sky fabric.
One strip by width of fabric for foreground in a dark(ish) shade to represent nighttime.
Various elements from scenic fabrics - bushes, trees, cabins, campers, rocks, animals.
Camp Fire pattern (attached). Simple cabin pattern (attached).
Scraps of red/orange, gold, and light yellow fabrics for Fire.
Fusible web.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
Your night sky and foreground fabrics should equal 10 inches in height when sewn
together. This is your Background strip.
2.

Using Scenic fabrics, choose elements that you want to see in your Camp Site. With a
hot iron, fuse web to the back of the areas you plan to use.

Note: Most scenic fabric is too dense (and busy) for my taste, so I chose just a few elements
and cut them out.

3.

After fusing web onto the back of your elements or patterns, you will carefully cut out
them out.

4.

Remove the paper, and place them on your Background strip (Step 1). Arrange the
patterns as you wish. Then fuse them down.

5.

You may stitch around the items now (recommended), or let the quilting hold them fast.

6.

Attach ROW 6 to the previous five Rows. This completes the Mystery Row Quilt.

7.

Add batting and backing, and quilt as desired or give to your ‘pro’ quilter.

8.

Enter into Yellowstone Quilt Fest, no later than Tuesday, August 29th.
Print Entry Form here: http://www.yellowstonequiltfest.info/YQF/index.html

Camp fire pattern

Simple Cabin pattern

